ABOUT US

CHEMISTRY
DELIVERED
At Kemipex, we are pioneers with expertise and experience
in the development and supply of technologically advanced
and economically improved products and solutions in the
Chemical Industry. Consistent with the market demand, our
products are customized to enhance client experience and add
value to their requirement.
From superior lubricants and construction chemicals to food, pharma,
and personal care, our line of products pervades into polymers and
specialty chemicals too. We offer unparalleled services to transform client
requirements and expectations in the Chemical Industry into winning attributes.

OPTIMIZING EVERY ELEMENT OF YOUR CAREER
01

Gr

GROWTH
Growing beyond the job description fuels personal development at KEMIPEX. From corporate
training to cultivating a work-life balance, we transform young talent into responsible leaders of
tomorrow, through both personal and professional development.
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EXPERIENCE
Apart from education, technical and commercial experience is critical for propelling growth
in the chemical industry. Profound experience in chemical raw materials comes your way on
being a part of the KEMIPEX family.
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Ne

NETWORKING
Our employees have the opportunity to build an extensive network of
connections in the industry. Be it our vast matrix in sales and procurement,
or participation in technical and trade conferences, our brand enables you to
maximize and enhance your industrial reach.
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Se

SECURITY
We believe lifestyle security reflects in employee productivity.
Therefore, our benefits and packages ensure a safer and
healthier standard of living for every employee.

CAREERS IN

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
& TRADING
Product Development
Our team of engineers is involved in the development of high
quality, eco-friendly and cost-effective products and solutions.
Apart from enhancing properties and developing tailored
solutions, our technical experts are also engaged in training new
talent in the field of chemical technology.
Sales and Marketing
Located in Dubai, one of the leading commercial hubs of the world,
we are at the center of trade and commercialization. Our sales and
marketing team has a worldwide business exposure and is constantly
engaged in trade conferences, customer relations and networking.
Procurement and Supply chain
Procurement of raw materials is one of the key operations at
KEMIPEX. From industrial resins to lubricant components and
polymers, we are involved in sourcing large volume of various highquality material from manufacturers across the globe.
HR, IT, Finance
We also offer opportunities in Human resource management,
IT and Finance. Budgeting, forecasting and software systems
management are the key functions of these operations.

GROW BEYOND

THE JOB DESCRIPTION !
Working at KEMIPEX involves a series of endless opportunities for
personal and professional advancement.
Our recruiters are always on the lookout for vibrant and dynamic
individuals to join the KEMIPEX family. If you believe, you have
the knowledge, passion and drive to be a part of one of the
region’s finest brands in the Chemical Industry, feel free to
get in touch with us. Together, we achieve more!
Send in your CV to hr@kemipex.com
and we shall get back to you!
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